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Facial Analysis

https://www.faceplusplus.com/
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Be on guard for technology that 
can’t possibly work



http://archive.is/N1HVe



See the petition against this work: https://medium.com/@CoalitionForCriticalTechnology/abolish-the-
techtoprisonpipeline-9b5b14366b16



RETRACTED

M. Hashemi and M. Hall. Criminal tendency detection from facial 
images and the gender bias effect. Journal of Big Data, 7(2), 2020.



https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.04135



An Illusory Problem Definition



Consider a person who to a given point in their 
life has never even thought of committing a crime

Let’s call this person Raskolnikov



Images from four different points in  
Raskolnikov’s life

What are the ground-truth labels for 
these images?





Illusory Experimental Results



The dataset used by Hashemi and Hall

Criminal

Non-Criminal Non-Criminal

Non-Criminal Non-Criminal Non-Criminal

What’s wrong with this picture?

NIST Special 
DB 18



Some trouble with the labeling of 
Criminal / Non-Criminal photos

• In the US, a mugshot does not indicate that a person has 
been convicted of a crime 

‣ NIST Special DB 18 does not indicate how each subject’s 
case resolved 

• 15% of all exonerees in the US originally pled guilty 

• There is no way to verify that persons labeled non-
criminal have never committed a crime



Confusion with Models of 
“First Impressions”



Wu and Zhang’s motivation

“Todorov and Oosterhof proposed a data-driven statistical 
modeling method to find visual determinants of social attributes by 
asking human subjects to score four percepts: dominance, 
attractiveness, trustworthiness, and extroversion, based on first 
impression of static face images [33]. 
…  

Following the consensus in social perception from facial 
appearance, arrives the next even bigger speculation: is there any 
diagnostic merit of the face-induced inferences on an individual’s 
social attributes?”

(emphasis mine)



Trustworthiness and Dominance

Oosterhof & Todorov, PNAS (2008)



Predicting first impressions is possible

McCurrie et al. IVC 2018Ponce-López et al. ECCV Workshops 2016



“Psychologists in the early twentieth century found little evidence 
for the accuracy of first impressions, but the past decade has seen a 
resurgence of physiognomic claims in scientific journals. We are 
told that it is possible to discern a person’s political leanings, 
religious affiliation, sexual orientation, and even criminal 
inclinations from images of their face… A closer look at the modern 
studies shows that the claims of the new physiognomy are almost as 
exaggerated as those in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.”

Todorov in his book: Face Value: the Irresistible Influence of First 
Impressions



Social Implications of Criminality 
from Face Technologies



Lombroso and the Positivist School

https://psychlite.wordpress.com/2015/04/09/origins-of-criminology-cesare-lombroso-and-the-face-of-crime/



General confusion about genetics, 
mental illness and anatomy

Mental illness is prevalent in prison populations

But common mood disorders and schizophrenia do not 
present with physical markers

Maybe fetal alcohol spectrum 
disorders?

Vast majority of criminals do not 
suffer from these disorders



Market Incentives for Bad Tech

• Large market for new law enforcement technology: 
$59.9B by 2025* 

• Not all of it is legitimate

*https://www.asdreports.com/market-research-report-495298/law-enforcement-police-modernization-market

Image Credit: https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2017/nov/02/iacp-2017/



Unethical Applications

• Surveillance 

• Predictive Policing 

• Hiring



CNNs for Subjective Face Attributes
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.08119 
Image and Vision Computing, October 2018

Mel McCurrie Sam Anthony



Todorov Revisited…



Automatic perception of social 
face cues

Attended characteristics of stimulus
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Emotional states
(labile, instantaneous)

Personality traits
(stable, consistent)

Intrinsic,
truthful,
veridical

Darwin, Duchenne, 
Ekman, Baron-Cohen, 

etc.
Duchenne, Ekman, etc.

Todorov, Ambady

Extrinsic,
deceptive,

non-veridical



Extrinsic,
deceptive,

non-veridical

Intrinsic,
truthful,
veridical

Trustworthiness, 
Dominance, IQ, Age

Pose, expression, glasses, 
hairstyle, lens length, image 
contrast, makeup, facial hair, 
facial jewelry, tattoos, dental 
work, lighting direction, gaze 

direction, pupil dilation Physiognomic cues

Automatic perception of social 
face cues



Subjective Attribute Predictions

N.N. Oosterhof, A. Todorov, “The functional basis of face evaluation,” PNAS vol. 105, no. 32, 2008



Data collection via TestMyBrain.org



Data Distributions

5040 Total Images



Dataset Patterns 



Which architecture is the best?



The dataset is small. Does transfer 
learning help?



Regions of the face most important to 
the models (transfer learning saliency)



Regions of the face most important to 
the models (saliency from occlusion)





Ethical Applications

• Scientific Inquiry 

• Robotics  

• Human-Computer Interaction



What other attributes are interesting?


